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Words and their meanings 
Grade 4 Vocabulary Worksheet 
 
Circle the word that has the same meaning. 
 
 
1. persisting in an activity or process 

temporary present continuing hiking 

2. satisfy one's thirst by drinking 

quench dry encourage build 

3. strongly and solidly built 

calm sturdy delicate soft 

4. not fulfilling the intended purpose or desired outcome 

hopeful worthwhile valuable useless 

5. repeated exercise in or performance of an activity or skill 

practice refrain neglect ignore 

6. a strong feeling of wanting to have something or wishing for something to happen 

desire satisfaction reply distaste 

7. the action of one object coming forcibly into contact with another 

stillness loss failure impact 

8. give authorization or consent to someone to do something 

denial difference permit refusal 

9. a large round rock 

boulder volcano vine pebble 

10. an engine that moves by its own power and is used to pull train cars. 

original visual usher locomotive 
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Words and their meanings 
Grade 4 Vocabulary Worksheet 
 
Answers: 
 
 
1. persisting in an activity or process 

temporary present continuing hiking 

2. satisfy one's thirst by drinking 

quench dry encourage build 

3. strongly and solidly built 

calm sturdy delicate soft 

4. not fulfilling the intended purpose or desired outcome 

hopeful worthwhile valuable useless 

5. repeated exercise in or performance of an activity or skill 

practice refrain neglect ignore 

6. a strong feeling of wanting to have something or wishing for something to happen 

desire satisfaction reply distaste 

7. the action of one object coming forcibly into contact with another 

stillness loss failure impact 

8. give authorization or consent to someone to do something 

denial difference permit refusal 

9. a large round rock 

boulder volcano vine pebble 

10. an engine that moves by its own power and is used to pull train cars. 

original visual usher locomotive 


